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Session 1
PSM management
David Brown

The PSM is managed by a ombination of three work pa kages : the PSM Coordinator ;
the PSM O e, and the PSM Coordination Team.
I will present a summary of re ent (and ongoing) management a tivities from the perspe tive of the PSM O e, in luding how they relate to the work of WP12, and will
also provide an overview of open a tion items at O e level. I will also look ahead to
up oming events over the next 18 months, and show how Stellar S ien e work pa kages
an ontribute to making these su essful.

Session 2
Challenges for tting observations of PLATO stars on the main sequen e

Daniel Reese

In order to handle the large number of stars to be observed by PLATO, it is ne essary to
put together an e ient asteroseismi pipeline whi h ombines a number of methods.
The dedu ed stellar properties need to be a urate in order to allow a pre ise hara terisation of exoplanetary systems, in a ordan e with the PLATO requirements. In this
talk, I will des ribe various forward methods, in luding their strengths and weaknesses as
well as various sour es of error, and point out some of the open questions that still need
to be addressed. I will then dis uss how these methods an be used in onjun tion with
other methods, namely inversion te hniques and glit h analysis, thus leading to improved
onstraints and/or less model-dependen e.

Challenges for tting observations of PLATO subgiant stars

Sebastien Deheuvels

The seismi modeling of subgiants is a powerful tool to investigate the physi al pro esses
that operate in the ore of low-mass stars. During this phase of the evolution, non-radial
modes start to have a mixed hara ter and thus onvey pre ious information about the
stru ture of the ore. This an also be used to infer properties of the ore during the
main sequen e be ause the hemi al prole of subgiants (to whi h mixed modes are
sensitive) still retains the imprint of its evolution. Despite the great s ienti interest of
mixed modes, their presen e in the os illation spe tra of subgiants makes the seismi
modeling of these obje ts very hallenging. The rapid ontra tion of the ore during
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the subgiant phase auses the frequen ies of mixed modes to vary on short times ales
ompared to the evolution times ale. This is an issue for traditional grid-based modeling
be ause it requires parti ularly ne-mesh grids, whi h limits the parameter spa e that an
be explored. Iterative minimization te hniques, whi h require the al ulation of stellar
models on the run, are also made impra ti al by the dis repan y between the times ale
of the variations of mixed mode frequen ies and the nu lear times ale. We here des ribe
attempts that have been made to alleviate this problem and the results that have been
obtained for CoRoT and Kepler subgiants. We also present the future works that are
planned to organize the seismi modeling of subgiants in the preparation of the PLATO
mission.

Session 3
Age determination in deta hed e lipsing binary systems
S illa Degl'Inno enti

The talk will review the state-of-the-art of age determination in deta hed e lipsing
double-lined binary systems, for whi h stellar mass and radius an be determined with
pre isions of a few per entage points or better. Simultaneously with the improvement of
the pre ision of observational data, several groups developed dierent te hniques to derive the system ages by tting the observations to a grid of pre- omputed stellar models.
The results and the pre ision of these estimates will be dis ussed taking also into a ount
both the errors in the observational onstraints and the systemati bias aused by the
un ertainties still present in stellar model al ulations ( onve tive ore overshooting and
element diusion e ien y, mixing-length value et ..) and in the assumed initial helium
ontent.

Iso hrone tting : model un ertainties and limitations
Pier Moroni

Stellar models are indispensable tools to infer fundamental information on stellar populations. In spite of their remarkable improvement in last years, the urrent generation of
stellar tra ks and iso hrones is still ae ted by not negligible un ertainties. I will dis uss
the major sour es of un ertainty and their impa t on iso hrone tting and age estimates
of stellar lusters.

Inferring stellar ages from Gaia data

René Andrae

I briey review the basi Gaia data produ ts for spe tros opy, photometry and astrometry, from whi h model-based stellar ages an be inferred in ertain regions of the
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parameter spa e. Then I des ribe the DPAC pipeline module that is urrently implemented to estimate stellar ages, luminosities, masses and radii. From there, I present an
enhan ed modelling approa h, whi h ombines all available spe tros opi , photometri
and astrometri information from Gaia into a single inferen e problem, invoking stellar
evolutionary models to explore the parameter spa e. Some preliminary results based on
simulated data are shown.

A tivity-related age indi ators
Sydney Barnes

This talk will briey review the prin ipal a tivity-related age indi ators urrently in use
for ool eld stars, en ompassing late-F, G, K, and M stars on the main sequen e. It
will begin with hromospheri emission, the one with the longest tra k re ord. It will
also address gyro hronology, the method of deriving ages from rotation periods, whi h
has been developed over the past de ade or so. Both su esses and hallenges will be
addressed, in luding the role of open lusters as alibrators.

Session 4
Introdu tion : ben hmarks in WP120
Joergen Chistensen-Dalsgaard

In the broadest sense ben hmark stars are stars with well-determined properties, to be
used to test analysis te hniques for hara terizing less well-observed stars. This spans a
broad range of levels of detail and a ura y. At one end of the spe trum the Sun, with
suitably degraded data, is an ex ellent ben hmark to test detailed asteroseismi analysis
te hniques. At the other extreme on the asteroseismi s ale, stars with even fairly limited asteroseismi hara terization an serve as ben hmarks for te hniques based, e.g., on
' lassi al' observables su h as ee tive temperature and gravity. Other examples are stars
in well-observed binary systems or open lusters. The extensive work on Gaia ben hmark
stars is learly very valuable in the ontext of WP120, parti ularly if they have been,
or will be, hara terized by asteroseismology, a pro ess that will ontinue during the
PLATO mission and hen e further improve the data-analysis te hniques.

Interferometry and asteroseismology : a symbiosis for stellar hara terization

Lionel Bigot

The ore stellar s ien e of the PLATO mission aims at hara terizing stars by seismology.
The required pre ision in terms of mass, radius, and age needs to ombine os illation
frequen ies together with other sour es of data, like Gaia but also ground base observations. In this respe t, the bright targets of the ore program will allow the determination
of angular diameters by interferometry. In this talk I will review re ent works made by
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this omplementary te hnique, ompare interferometri and seismi diameters and disuss the limitations.

Ben hmark stars : prospe ts from e lipsing binaries
Pierre Maxted

In this talk I will review the state-of-the-art in measuring the masses, radii and other
properties of solar-like stars in deta hed e lipsing binary stars (DEBs). I will also present
some re ent results for DEBs dis overed using data from Kepler K2. Based on these
results, I will make the ase that we an and should identify and hara terise solar-type
stars in DEBs that will be observed by PLATO, i.e., to predi t the solar-like p-mode
os illation spe tra of these stars prior to PLATO laun h.

The programme : "A urate masses for double-lined spe tros opi binary
omponents
Yveline Lebreton

For almost four years now, the Gaia satellite has been olle ting high pre ision astrometri
data for a very large number of stars, in luding all the spe tros opi binaries known to
date.
Sin e the masses of the omponents of a double-lined spe tros opi binary (SB2) an
be obtained by ross-mat hing the astrometri orbit of the photo entre with the spe tros opi orbit of the omponents, we have been observing sin e 2010 a sample of about
70 SB2 with the aim of determining their orbital elements in order to get an a ura y
of 1 per ent on their mass.
We will present the results obtained sofar for 24 systems for whi h we have now very
pre ise orbits. The full programme will be a hieved in the four years to ome at the time
when Gaia observations will be available. In parallel, we have obtained new interferometri measurements with the PIONER instrument at VLTI/ESO and olle ted some others
in the literature and will present the results obtained on the masses of eight SB2s.

Ben hmark targets for studying rotation and a tivity of Sun-like stars and its
evolution
José Do Nas imento

In this talk, I will present relevant aspe ts related to rotation period measurements and
a tivity of old Sun-like stars and its onsequen es to stellar evolution studies. We will
also dis uss how solar twins an be used as ben hmark targets and how important is to
observe solar analogs from eld and lusters to onstraint alibrations of the rotation-
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a tivity and rotation-age (gyro hronology) of PLATO studios. We will dis uss re ent
GAIA DR2 ontributions the eld.

Lessons learned from the TESS target sele tion

Keivan Stassun

We summarize lessons learned from the target sele tion eort for the NASA Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission. Key elements of this eort in lude ombining
many all-sky atalogs of stellar properties for ∼ 109 stars in order to identify approximately 106 promising targets, and to then dene a prioritization s heme for sele ting
the ∼ 105 nal postage-stamp targets. We also briey dis uss plans for extra ting light
urves from the lower aden e full-frame images that will also be produ ed by the TESS
mission, enabling light urves to be produ ed for 107 to 108 stars a ross the entire sky.
We on lude with some key onsiderations that may be of parti ular importan e for
target sele tion in the PLATO mission.

Interferometry and exoplanets.
Roxanne Ligi

PLATO will provide us with an extraordinary number of newly dis overed exoplanets
that transit their star. To hara terise those exoplanets, we need to determine the global
parameters of their host stars. Interferometry is a powerful te hnique that is ommonly
used to measure the angular diameter of stars ; in the ase of transiting exoplanets, the
stellar radius is essential to estimate the planetary one. I will show that urrent and future
developments in interferometry will allow to hara terise PLATO targets, like the SPICA
proje t whi h goal is to measure the angular diameter of 1000 stars. I will also present
re ent results based on interferometri observations whi h led to a urate exoplanets
interior estimates, and whi h oer an interesting prospe t for an optimal use of PLATO
data.

Ben hmarks for asteroseismology : what we learnt from os illating red giants
in e lipsing binaries with Kepler
Patri k Gaulme

E lipsing binaries have be ome very popular ben hmarks for stellar physi s, as they provide a urate ways to measure masses, radii, and distan es. It is espe ially important for
testing the a ura y of asteroseismi measurements. Among the 3000 e lipsing binaries
dete ted by Kepler, only about 15 both display solar-like os illations and are double-lined
spe tros opi binaries. All are red giants. Here I review what was done with that sample,
and how an we go further for PLATO by building upon this experien e.
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Session 5
Multi-dimensional stellar stru ture models applied to the problem of onve tive boundary mixing (overshooting)

Isabelle Barae

I will present the re ent development of multi-dimensional stellar stru ture models based on a new fully ompressible hydrodynami s time impli it ode, MUSIC, devoted to
stellar and planetary interiors. I will dis uss the main hallenges in the omputation of
multi-dimensional stellar stru tures and some of the advantages of our approa h with
MUSIC for the study of stellar uid dynami s problems. MUSIC is interfa ed with stellar
evolution odes, whi h provide initial 1D stellar stru tures for any type of star and allows
exploration of a wide range of stellar phases and masses. I will present our rst appli ations, in parti ular the study of envelope overshooting in pre-Main Sequen e stars. I will
show the su ess of our approa h with MUSIC within the ontext of lithium depletion in
the Sun and in solar-like stars. I will dis uss the appli ation of our numeri al framework
to the problem of ore overshooting and its potential within the ontext of PLATO. A
major motivation for these multi-dimensional studies is to derive new pres riptions to be
implemented in stellar evolution odes and thus to improve stellar evolution models.

Impa t of atomi diusion on the stru ture and surfa e abundan es of G and
F type stars : stellar parameter determinations and ee ts of rotation
Morgan Deal

Atomi diusion, in luding the ee t of radiative a elerations on individual elements,
leads to variations of the hemi al omposition inside the stars as well as the surfa e
abundan es evolution. Indeed the a umulation in spe i layers of the elements, whi h
are the main ontributors of the lo al opa ity, modies the internal stellar stru ture and
surfa e abundan es. Here we show that the variations of the hemi al omposition indu ed by atomi diusion in G and F type stars an have signi ant impa t on their
stru ture, stellar parameters and seismi properties. We will also dis uss the ee t of the
oupling between rotation and atomi diusion for su h stars. These pro esses need to
be taken into a ount in stellar evolution models as the observations are more and more
pre ise, espe ially in the ontext of the future spa e missions TESS and PLATO. We
will illustrate theses issues with some ase studies.

Other aspe ts of input physi s : nu lear rates, s reening, opa ities, EOS
Aldo Serenelli

The un ertainties in the input physi s to stellar models determine to a large extent our
apability to obtain a urate and pre ise stellar parameters from observational data. In
this talk, I will try to dis uss the urrent status of this problem for several 'mi ros opi '
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ingredients, in luding nu lear rea tion rates, opa ities, the equation of state, as well as
the un ertainty asso iated with the initial omposition, both metals and helium.

Coupling 3D atmospheres to 1D stellar models
Vi tor Silva Aguirre

In re ent years, sets of 3D hydrodynami al simulations of stellar atmospheres overing
large portions of the HR diagram at dierent metalli ities have be ome available. However, the times ales involved in the physi s of onve tion make them impra ti al for
following nu lear evolution. In this talk I present our results on the usage of average 3D
stru tures in our one-dimensional evolutionary al ulations to ir umvent this problem,
and our ongoing eorts to onstru t on-the-y pat hed models and set the new standard
for models of stellar stru ture and evolution in the PLATO 2.0 era.

Session 6
An evolutionary s enario for M dwarf Stars : short omings and improvements
in stellar modelling
Santi Cassisi

M dwarf stars represent important targets in the framework of the PLATO mission. Due
to the pe uliar thermal properties of these stars, the physi s at work in su h obje ts
is quite omplex. Therefore, our apability of omputing reliable stellar models strongly relies on the availability of a urate and realisti physi al ingredients (opa ity, EOS,
boundary onditions, et ). We review the improvements obtained in the omputations
of models for these stars, but we will also dis uss the short omings still ae ting these
models. Current situation in the omputing of models will be dis ussed as well as the
future work that we plan to perform in preparation of the PLATO mission.

Reviving Kufuÿ model for onve tion Reviving the Kufuÿ model for onve tion A Strategy for algorithmi -self- onsistent onve tion a ross the PLATOmission
Guenter Wu hterl

Conve tion des riptions are relevant for numerous task a ross the PLATO-mission :
1) energy transfer in stellar evolution, the ore of the mission's age on ept ;
2) overshooting and mixing, that feed ba k to ages ;
3) boundary onditions for the seismi analysis ;
4) ex itation and damping as feedba k to mode-dete tability ;
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5) atmospheri energy transfer e ien y, line-shapes and ee ts of a tivity in the determinations of stellar parameters with atmospheri modeling - the Tef f - onne tion ;
6) limb darkening in transit tting that determines the relative planetary properties and
provides key information on the physi s of surfa e onve tion ;
7) feedba k to the (optimization of) follow up observations for planet hara terization
via their stellar a tivity proxies as the line-bise tors in RV- ampaigns ;
I will sket h a stru ture for the s ienti theory-management of the onsisten y of onve tion for the mission relative to a lass of referen e theories and give 1 minutes examples
for the modied Kuhfuÿ theory with a onventional mixing length theory limit (Wu hterl
and Feu htinger 1998, Wu hterl and Ts harnuter 2003).

Improving the alibration of the mixing length parameter of onve tion :
impli ations for the radii of ool stars
Federi o Spada

Main sequen e, solar-like stars (M < 1.3M⊙ ) have outer onve tive envelopes that are
su iently thi k to ae t their overall stru ture and global parameters. In parti ular,
their surfa e radii are sensitive to the details of ine ient, sub-adiabati onve tion,
whi h are poorly des ribed by the Mixing Length Theory (MLT), the standard treatment of onve tion adopted in stellar evolution odes. The MLT also introdu es a free
parameter whose alibration and dependen e on the urrent stellar properties and its
previous history are left ompletely unspe ied by the theory. I will dis uss an improved
alibration of the MLT parameter based on three-dimensional radiation hydrodynami s
(3D RHD) simulations of onve tion. In this approa h, the MLT parameter is adjusted
to mat h the spe i entropy in the deep, adiabati layers of the onve tive envelope
to the orresponding value obtained from the 3D RHD simulations. This entropy-based
alibration takes into a ount the position of the star in the (log g, log Te) plane and
its hemi al omposition. Models of the present-day Sun, onstru ted using the entropybased alibration, as well as their properties and revised past and future evolution, will
also be dis ussed.

3D simulations of DA white dwarfs for studying overshooting

Friedri h Kupka

Although within the PLATO mission white dwarfs are just part of omplementary s ien e,
they provide a unique ase for studying overshooting underneath stellar onve tion zones.
By sampling as a group the whole range of onve tive e ien ies they provide s enarios
for overshooting hara terized by a variety of physi al parameters (Rayleigh and Pe let
numbers, superadiabati ity).
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Contrary to (mid/late-) main sequen e stars this range an be studied with 3D hydrodynami al simulations that are relaxed on the thermal time s ale, resolve the onve tively
driving surfa e layer alongside a realisti treatment of radiative transfer without assuming
the diusion approximation, and at the same time fully resolve the thermal boundary
layer (spatial s ales of radiative ooling) in the overshooting zone.
Several ases are presented and the potential for these studies is dis ussed to provide a
referen e for methods whi h either simulate or otherwise estimate overshooting that are
appli able to ases for whi h su h detailed 3D simulations are urrently impossible. This
holds in parti ular for the ore target lasses of the PLATO mission.

Session 6
Stagger grid of 3D atmosphere models
Remo Collet

Impa t of the stellar surfa e stru ture on the solar-like os illations

R. Samadi, T. Sonoi, L. Man hon, K. Belka em, H.-G. Ludwig, E. Caau

Abstra t : The so- alled "surfa e ee ts" are the well known in reasing dieren es between observed solar-like os illation frequen ies and the theoreti al ones obtained with
standard 1D stellar evolutionary odes. These systemati dieren es limit the dire t use
of individual mode frequen ies as seismi onstraints and thus our ability to exploit the
full potential of seismi observations.
I will present the urrent approa hes to model "surfa es ee ts". In parti ular, the impa t of surfa e metal abundan e will be addressed. I will also show some omparisons
between the stellar surfa e layers obtained from the 3D hydrodynami al ode Co5BOLD
and those derived from 1D stellar models based on various lo al formulations of onve tion. Finally, I will dis uss about possible ways to improve our des ription of surfa e
layers with standard 1D stellar evolutionary odes.

Determination of fundamental stellar parameters from the granulation-related
ba kground signal
Hans-G. Ludwig

Abstra t : The photometri ba kground signal in the frequen y range in whi h granulation resides arries information on the surfa e onditions of a star. Combined with
additional information from spe tros opy (ee tive temperature, hemi al omposition)
this an be exploited to determine the surfa e gravity, radius, and mass of the star. I will
dis uss theoreti al and empiri al ways for a alibration of the underlying relations. While
un lear at the time of writing, at the meeting I hope to be able to give an indi ation
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of the additional information whi h the approa h adds to the information that an be
obtained from the os illatory modes.

Session 7
Kepler light urves as templates for simulating PLATO light urves
Suzanne Aigrain, H. Parviainen, D. Foreman-Ma key

It is important for the PLATO ommunity to have a ess to realisti stellar variability
signals to test the various algorithms that will be used to hara terise the stars and
dete t transiting planets. The Kepler mission ar hive is a treasure trove of su h signals,
but they have slightly dierent noise properties and time sampling from what we expe t
for PLATO. If we an nd a way to remove the observational noise from Kepler light
urves and interpolate them to the sampling of PLATO, while keeping our assumptions
about the variability ontent of the light urve minimal, we an ee tively turn any
Kepler light urve into a stellar variability template for PLATO. In my talk I will show
how we an use the " elerite" Gaussian Pro ess regression framework to do just that,
and present results for about 1200 bright Kepler targets with ee tive temperatures from
8000K to 2000K. For ea h of these stars, we have produ ed a set of three simulated,
noise-free, light urves with 2.5 min sampling lasting 3 years. The simulated light urves
and supporting materials (in luding the ode used to generate them) will be available
online shortly, and will be used in the hare and hounds exer ise that Nu io Lanza will
introdu e after my talk.

Stellar angular momentum evolution : latest observations and models
Jérome Bouvier

I will review the latest models developed to a ount for the angular momentum evolution
of solar-type stars, fo using in parti ular on models onsidering the impa t of lose-in
planets on the evolution of stellar spin. I will also provide a summary of the latest
rotational distributions derived for young open lusters and star forming regions from
the Kepler K2 mission, whi h highlight the need both for improved models and for a
denser age sampling of rotational distributions. Plato ould be the ultimate tool to rea h
the latter goal.

The rotation-a tivity relation of M dwarfs : From K2 to PLATO

Stefanie Raetz

Studies of the rotation-a tivity relation of late-type stars are essential to enhan e our
understanding of stellar dynamos and angular momentum evolution. We urrently study
the rotation-a tivity relation with the Kepler Two-Wheel (K2) mission for M dwarfs where
it is espe ially poorly understood. The rotation-a tivity relation based on photometri
a tivity indi ators revealed, that, at a riti al rotation period of 10d, the a tivity level
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hanges abruptly. This phenomenon represents an open problem within the framework
of dynamo theory. Stellar rotation rates are best derived from the periodi brightness
variations that are aused by ool spots on a stellar surfa e. Photometri observations
with spa e teles opes provide rotation periods even with low amplitudes as well as a
wealth of a tivity diagnosti s. In my talk I will des ribe the a tivity indi ators and the
methods for their determination. Despite the outstanding apabilities of K2 for su h
a tivity studies there are several limitations. The short observational baseline of 80d does
not allow to dete t very long rotation periods and, hen e, impedes the hara terization
of a tivity levels for very slow rotators. The low aden e of the K2 light urves allows us
to dete t only long duration ares, whi h represents a strong bias for are statisti s. The
PLATO mission with its large eld of view an observe thousands of ool dwarfs with a
duration of 2 years. Its unpre edented pre ision, the short aden e as well as the long
observational baseline, allows us to study the magneti a tivity indi ators in up to now
unrivaled detail. PLATO will provide high pre ision light urves for bright nearby M dwarfs
with rotation periods up to hundreds of days. I will show the appli ation of the a tivity
analysis methods to simulated PLATO light urves and how the higher aden e and the
longer duration will improve the determination of rotation periods and the dete tion of
stellar ares.

